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Introduction
The process companies use to establish its goals and develop actions to meet

those goals in a stipulated time is considered as strategic management. An

organization’s success depends on many factors but the main factor is strategic

leader that leads and manages the changes and strategies of the organization. It

is essential for the companies to have leadership so as to be in accordance with

the changes and reach the goals. Without employee encouragement and

engagement as well as clear direction, these strategies will be difficult to carry

out. In this report, I focus on understanding the instruments and topics covered.

Several examples, tools and models are applied to different companies. Where

the external analysis is done using Porter’s Five Force Model on Toyota; internal

analysis is done using McKinsey’s 7S on Changyou, Product and Service Portfolio

analysis is done using BCG matrix on Ford Motors and Stakeholder Analysis is

done using Power/Interest Grid on Tesco. The concept of exploring strategy and

strategic drift is done using Nokia. These organizations have been chosen

because of their global presence and the increased use of strategic tools to

sustain the competition. The quality guru chosen in the report is Joseph Jung. He

was instrumental in enhancing quality as well as perception of Japanese

automobile sector using the Jung Trilogy that can be applied in the present

business environment.
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Section 1: Exploring Organizations

A. What are Organizations?
1. What are organisations?

Organizations are group of individuals that work together to accomplish one or

many mutual goals. Even though different theorists have described organizations

in different manner but almost all organizations have attributes like being

composed of people and group of people; oriented towards accomplishing

mutual objectives; comprising various operations; coordination between

functions and exist independently of the group of individuals (Harper, 2015). For

instance, Tesco Plc is an organization because it is independent of its board of

directors, employees and customers however its employees and management

works in cohesion to achieve mutual goals of offering customers with top quality

products and services at affordable prices and satisfying the unexpected

demands of the customers to maintain the market share and generate profits.

2. What do organisations do?

Organizations have different functions. While a few organizations focus on profit

making, there are a few that focus on serving the society and protecting the

environment (Bolman & Deal, 2017). For instance, profit oriented organizations

like Ford Motors have a purpose to offer quality and technologically advanced

automobiles to all customer segments, thus generating increased profits and

market share. Even though Ford Motors take into account the corporate social

responsibility practices but its main purpose is to earn more profits. On the other

hand, there are organizations like The Red Cross Society or Heart to Heart

Shanghai that are non-profit organizations and look for the welfare of the people
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and developing the society. Every organization has a different purpose that is

integrated explicitly in their vision and mission statements.

3. What are they composed of?

Organizations are composed of tangible assets and group of people. While

tangible assets comprise of resources like machinery and technology, group of

individuals form the management and employee base of the organization.

According to Mintzberg (1989), there are five components of the organization.

These comprise of strategic apex, technostructure, middle line, support staff and

operating core. For instance, at Tesco, there are different departments handing

different operations whereas tangible assets comprise of technologies integrated

into company operations like POS systems.

4. How are organisations organised?

Organizations are made up of several sub structures. In any company employee

responsibilities are usually defined by who they report to, the operations they

carry out whereas for the managers, it is the people who report to them. as an

organization grows bigger, these responsibilities are given to positions in the

company instead of specific people (Scott & Davis, 2015). The manner in which

an organization is organization is based on several factors such as the work

being carried out, the size of the organization in terms of capital, revenue, labour

and location of facilities along with the kind of businesses the company in

engaged in.

5. Are they all the same or are there differences?

No, all organizations are different.

6. If they are different in what way do they differ?
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Organizations are different in many ways. Firstly, they can different in purpose

of establishing the organization; for instance Ford Motors purpose is to earn

profits whereas Red Cross Society’s purpose is to serve the society and help the

needy. Secondly they differ in terms of capital and size of the company (Raharjo

& Eriksson, 2017). There are multinational corporations like McDonalds, large

companies like Didi and small and medium enterprises. Thirdly, organizations

differ in terms of industry type as well; for instance, Wal-Mart belongs to retail

industry; Unilever belongs to fast movable consumer goods; Ford Motors belong

to automobile; Didi belongs to cab service companies and many other industries.

Hence, organizations are different in different ways.

7. What are the reasons for the differences?

The reason for organizations to be different varies on factors like purpose of

establishing the organization, type of audience being served and the funds

available to set up a company (Harper, 2015). For instance, Tesco focuses on

serving all customer segments with different products and services and offer

them affordable range whereas Didi is a cab service company that aims at

serving customers looking for hiring cars for daily commute.

B. Organizational Context
By organizational context, it means the scope of an organization like the entire

organization; a work unit; sub-unit of the organization; parent organization;

work role and others. Organizations function in three perspectives that are

strategic, tactical and operations. Organizational context comprise of the

operating environment. It is determined both inside and external to the company.

It is very to important to understand the organizational context because it helps

in making investment decisions (Autio et al., 2014). For instance, if one is willing
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to invest in the company, then understanding the internal and external

environment of the company would help in making profitable decisions.

Furthermore, if the management intends to expand its operations then

understanding the context would be beneficial.

C. Strategic Decision Making and Strategic Frameworks
Strategic management assesses the major initiatives that the company’s top

management undertakes on behalf of the owners comprising of performance and

resources in the external environment. It specifies the visions, mission and

objectives of the organizations and helps in shaping up the plans and policies

usually in terms of specific targets that are to be met or programs and projects

that are designed for achieving the objectives (Grant, 2016). As per recent

studies that known management theorists have carried out, strategy should

begin with expectations of stakeholders when addressing any major issue.

Strategic management offers guidance to the firm. For example, Porter’s Five

Force Model is a strategic framework that helps the company to understand the

industry attractiveness. As per Johnson (2016), there is strategic consistency

when activities of the company are consistent with the management

expectations and these are as per the market and operating environment.

Section 2: External Analysis

A. Porter’s Five-Force Analysis

1. Critical Overview
Porter’s five force model is a strategic tool that companies use to understand and

analyse the industry competition along with making assessments about the

prosperity capabilities and environment influences. Nonetheless, industries are

different and business practices change rapidly because of globalisation,
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sustainability and technological advancement (E.Dobbs, 2014). Therefore, it is

doubtful whether this tool can be beneficial or not.

There have been criticisms on whether the tool is incomplete or not. It has been

suggested that complex nature of some industries might have an impact on the

accuracy of the analysis. As stated by Rothaermel (2015), understanding that

most sectors might need to be examined at various segments is important so as

to implement a comprehensible analysis. For instance, taking into account the

multiple clusters in airline industry, it is been stated that a successful industry

analysis should be implemented in every customer segment as well as market

cluster so as to offer a concise picture and not only an overview.

The vibrant nature of industries is determined as another factor that might cause

uncertainty regarding the sustainability framework. The rapid changes in the

industries might have an impact on the circumstances, overall business

environment and capabilities (Dalken, 2014). This process is termed as

convergence and is explains the way dynamic changes might recreate the

industries resulting into two previously separate sectors to merge.

So far, the discussion has assumed that five force strategic tool manages to deal

with the critical competition forces in the industry even though there are other

factors that might also be taken into account to achieve greater accuracy.

According to a research, Aithal (2016) supported the importance of the tool into

modern business environment. It is concluded in the research that five forces

tool is a critical strategic instrument that offers a useful insight into all

companies. Even though it is known that profit situations might differ across

industries, this model can be developed further and be considered as a strong

tool for industry competitiveness.
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It is has been outlined in a study that there can be still some improvements in the

tool that would enhance its practical value. It is suggested that the model has

been previously used as a theoretical strategic model with critical influence in

academic business management context. The approach of the author associates

with the way it can be practically applied in the present business environment

with success. This comprises of many attributes like rating the effect of forces

and assigning them weight so as to explore the way they interrelated and create

and industry pattern (Solvell, 2015). An effort to revise the model as per present

business environment should make sure that it manages to integrate the existing

situations of the era into the analysis. But it has also been stressed to consider

the influence of various other facts relative to profit capabilities and technology

innovation these develop so as to precisely diagnose the transforming nature as

well as new patterns of industries and economies (Huang et al., 2015).

2. Analysis of Porter’s Five Force Model for Toyota
After understanding the application of Porter’s Five Force Model, the following is

the analysis of the results of application of the strategic tool on Toyota, global

automobile manufacturing company, as seen in appendix A. According to the

results of the model, it can be seen that the most critical issues for Toyota in

terms of industry attractiveness is bargaining power of customers as well as

competition (Jussani et al., 2015). These are the strongest external factors in the

Chinese automobile industry environment that is a hindrance to the success of

the company in the nation. Competitive rivalry is a strong force for the company

because of the presence of global and domestic automobile companies in China

like Beijing Automotive Group; Great Wall Motors; Guangzhou Automobile

Industry Group and other multinational organizations like BMW, Mitsubishi,
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Jaguar Land Rover, Ford and others. Apart from the strong competition, it is the

bargaining power of customers that has a strong impact on the growth of Toyota

in the nation. Customers have too many options available in the Chinese

automobile industry that are more affordable in range and cater to the

expectations of the customers (Rothaermel, 2016). Therefore, customers have an

upper hand to demand their prices and services from Toyota due to which the

sales of the company might be influenced.

Bargaining power of suppliers and threat of new entrants in the market are weak

forces that do not have much impact on the expansion of the company in China.

Considering bargaining power of suppliers, the global status of Toyota and

access to funds allow the company to switch to different suppliers easily and

therefore suppliers have to work as per the organization (Bhatia, 2016).

Similarly, threat of new entrants is a weak force because automobile industry is a

high capital intensive industry and therefore it is not easy to enter. However,

threat of substitutes is a moderate force because of the presence of cab sharing

companies like Didi and other public mode of transport like metros that

customers find very affordable and convenient (Rowland, 2015). Overall, the five

force analysis for Toyota shows that the company must lay emphasis on ensuring

competitive advantage to sustain the strong force of competition. Furthermore,

the company should maximise its ability to satisfy the expectations and

preferences of the customers who exert strong force on the automotive industry.
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Section 3: Internal Analysis

A. McKinsey’s 7S Analysis

1. Critical Evaluation of the Model
McKinsey’s 7S Model is based on the premise that the company is not only a

structure but it comprises of seven elements that can be categorised as hard S’s

and soft S’s. The hard elements (strategy, structure and systems) are easy to

identify and are feasible. These are found in corporate plans, strategy statements

and organisational charts (Ravanfar, 2015). On the other hand, soft S’s (skills,

style; staff and shared values) are hardly feasible. It is difficult to describe them

because values, capabilities and elements of corporate culture are constantly

changing and developing. Even though soft factors are below the surface, they

have a huge effect on the hard structures, systems and strategies (Szeto, 2017).

During change processes, several companies focus their efforts on the hard S’s

instead of soft S’s. However, all the successful companies focus on soft S’s that

can make or break an effective change process because new strategies and

structures are difficult to establish unsuitable cultures as well as values. These

issues result in dissatisfying outcomes of spectacular mega-mergers. Lack of

synergies and successes in such mergers is usually based in a clash of entirely

different values, cultures and styles that make it complex to set up effective

common structures and systems. According to Gallo et al. (2017), this model

ignores the significance of the external environment and shows only the most

critical components for explaining the interdependence of the key factors and

processes in the company. in support of this, it has been stated that the model

does not discuss the concept of organizational performance or effectiveness

explicitly. However, many supporters of the model have considered it as a
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valuable instrument to initiate change processes and give direction (Awino et al.,

2017).

2. Ways to use it for organizations change programme
After analysing the external environment and industry attractiveness of

Changyou, which is a Chinese online gaming company giving access to

multiplayer online games. It was founded in 2009 and offers in-house developed

products, few of which are licensed. It derives revenue from sale of virtual

products. Even though in 2013 the company generated increased revenues but

its net income reduced by 5 per cent. Due to this, the company announced

aggressive investment plans with more focus on the mobile market. To initiate

the change processes, McKinsey’s 7S has been implemented.

Present position #1

The main strategy of the company is to increase its market share and net income

in the market. The organization is relatively new and therefore the structure is

simple and composed on very few managers as well as bottom level employees

who carry out specific activities (Guenzi & Storbacka, 2015). There are very few

formal systems primarily because the organization does not need it at this time.

Alignment

At present, all the seven factors are aligned properly. The organization is stull

relatively small and there is no need for multilayered matrix structure as well as

comprehensive business systems that are expensive to develop, as seen in

Appendix B (1).

Present position #2

Changyou has increased its business to become a large organization with more

than 500 workers, form new partnership with game developers and maintain
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market share at $738 million. The structure has changed to a bureaucratic

structure. The organization has increased its employee based, introduced new

motivation, control systems and reward systems. Shared values have evolved

and the company values excellence and enthusiasm (Miterev et al., 2017).

Teamwork and trust has disappeared because of several new employees.

Alignment

The company grew because of which it faced many issues. Firstly, the strategy of

the company was not feasible. The business had a large market share in the local

market and therefore the best way to grow was to start introducing new games

to the market or to enter into offline market. Hence, the strategy was not aligned

with the company goals. Changyou should have seen this but it lacked strategic

planning systems as well as analytical skills. The business management style of

the company was still chaotic and it was because of the lack of management

skills at the top management. The top management was mainly made up of

founders who did not had any suitable skills and hence new skills were needed

to introduced to the company, as seen in Appendix B2.

Current position #3

After the initial change, Changyou realised that it needs to expand in other

markets like mobile markets and therefore need to change its strategy from

market penetration to market development. The company targets mobile gaming

market as well as offline market in Shanghai. It introduced new strategic

planning systems and recruited new management as well as new game

developers that brought new strategic planning, analytical and managerial skills.

The structure and shared values of the company haven’t changed (Heracleous &

Werres, 2016).
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Alignment

Systems, strategy, style and skills have changed and are now effectively aligned

with the rest of the organization. Other components like staff, shared values and

organizational structure are misaligned. Firstly the structure of the company

should have transformed from bureaucratic machine to division structure that

would help in facilitating operations in different markets. This was done in the

organization and therefore it would struggle to operate effectively. Secondly,

new shared values should be introduced in the company since people from

different cultures were hired and they would bring their own culture to the

organization causing conflicts. Reward systems and motivation also have to be

adapted to the cultural variations, as seen in Appendix B3.

B. Product & Service Portfolio Analysis

1. Boston Matrix
BCG Matrix is a strategic framework where companies manage their portfolio

based on market growth. It is used to prioritise opportunities and get the best

return or organization performance. This model has four quadrants i.e. cash

cows, question marks, stars and dogs. Products of a company can be divided into

these quadrants based on the market growth as well as revenues generated by

the products (Shanbhag et al., 2016). The reasons for products or services to be

categorised as cash users, neutrals or generators will be explained with the

example of Ford Motors, as seen in Appendix C.

Cash Neutrals
There are two elements in cash neutrals, stars and dogs. The features of star

quadrant entails high relative market share in a high growth market. A star is

usually cash neutral even though it has a strong position because enormous
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amounts of cash might need to be spent to protect the position of the company

against the competitors. High market growths attract competitors and represent

the future prospects for the company (Whitehead, 2015). Taking Ford Motors

product portfolio, Mustang is the brand that is experiencing high market share as

well as profits. It is the product of the organization that remains the apex sports

car considering a wide margin as well as the new model of the product that

drives traffic to the showroom. The brand has a 40 per cent share of retail sports

car segment.

On the other hand, Dog products have low market share in low market growth.

These products tend to have a negative flow of cash that is probably to continue.

It is uncertain that a dog product can wrest market share from the rival

companies without getting bigger however the market is not attractive to

deserve such investment (Shoham & Paun, 2015). Considering these attributes

for Ford’s product portfolio, Jaguar and Land Rover had faced issues with respect

to low generation of profits. However after selling the brand to Tata Group, the

company was able t solve its financial difficulties.

Cash generators
A cash cow product has high relative market share in a market having low

growth. This product is expected to generate substantial cash flows. The period

of increased growth in the market has stopped because of product being in

maturity of decline stage. As a result, the market is less attractive to new

entrants or prevailing competitors (Whitehead, 2015). This is the reason for cash

cow products to be cash generators as they generate cash in excess of what is

required to sustain the market position. Profits support the growth of other

organization products. Considering these features, Ford’s Crown Victoria (CVPI),
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SUVs and trucks are considered as cash generators. The reason is that the market

growth for these products is low and therefore not many competitors or new

entrants enter into this segment allowing Ford brands to exploit the market and

generate high cash flows.

Cash Users
Question marks or problem child products are cash users as they characterize

low market share in market with high growth. Extensive net cash input is needed

to maintain or increase the market share. Ford need to decide whether to do

nothing or use intensive marketing techniques or to leave the market segment.

There are questions like whether the products can successfully compete in the

segment with sufficient marketing support or it will be a cost to the organization

(Shanbhag et al., 2016). Considering these features, Ford’s electric cars and F150

come under this segment because there is high competition for these products

along with need for continuous improvement however the market share is low.

2. Decision to keep a product after decline stage
Companies have two choices when its products enter into decline stage. They can

either discontinue the product or keep on selling it. Products that are in decline

stage and are still sold in the market, for example Apple iPod, are sold for a few

reasons. Top management believes that the products even though in decline

stage still have popularity among a few customer segments (Armstrong et al.,

2015). For instance, iPod is still popular among young generations who are not

permitted to use iPhones or iPads. These products are sold in the market with an

aim to identify different users as well as new uses for the product. According to

the market manager of Apple, unless iPod becomes costly for the company, they

do not see the reason to discontinue the product because of the few customer
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segments that still desire it. Furthermore, Apple iPod keeps on changing its

product specifications in order to make sure that the product looks new to the

customers and influences them to purchase it (Stark, 2015). Therefore, even

though the product is in decline stage, unless it is an expense for the company

and has a negative impact on the profits, the products can still be made available

to the market with few changes in products, promotions or customer segments.

C. Stakeholder Analysis

1. Critical Review of Stakeholder Analysis
Stakeholder analysis intends to understand and assess stakeholders from

organization viewpoint or to ascertain their relevance to a policy or project.

When this analysis is carried out, questions regarding the position, influence,

interest, networks, interrelations and other attributes of stakeholders with

reference to past, present and future potential are asked. According to Missonier

& Loufrani-Fedida (2014), it also helps in making better strategies as well as

decisions along with stakeholders accepting the organization actions. However,

as per critics of the theory, this analysis is better when done on constant basis. In

support of this, Eskerod & Larsen (2018) stated that evaluation of analysis might

be subjective and not all stakeholder interests can be met. This analysis focuses

on most important stakeholder and reconciles all interests as per urgency or

importance. Even though the theory has been criticized however, tool like

stakeholder mapping and power/interest grid is valuable to organizations to

understand the requirements of stakeholders and act accordingly.

2. Stakeholder mapping for software project at Tesco
In order to understand the importance of stakeholder analysis techniques like

stakeholder mapping, a project of implementing customer relationship
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management software at Tesco is being analysed. The software was obtained

from third party supplier and the example only focuses on stakeholders in the

company that bought the software. During stage 1, the following stakeholders

were identified along with their interest areas being added to stakeholder

interest map, as seen in Appendix D1. The stakeholders were chief information

officer, change manager, developers, project manager, call centre managers,

finance, legal, networking and security web standards manager; training

manager, legacy system owners, outsourced call centre employees, customers

and testers.

Stakeholder Matrix, as seen in appendix D4 shows the interest, influence,

importance, net impact and options to improve the impact of current and future

stakeholders at Tesco.

The chief information officer is funding the project and identified the

requirement for CRM software at the company. The change manager is

accountable for implementing the software; maintaining the business and

delivering return on investment. On the other hand, the project manager is

accountable for managing the implementation of the project i.e. from identifying

the CRM vendor to ensuring its effective cutover from legacy software. This

software would be implemented in an outsourced call centre that entails online

support site integrated with Tesco’s website by the developers. The testing team

will be accountable for UAT and would draw from business and call centre. The

completed power and interest matrix is displayed in Appendix D2.

3. Discussion of findings
From the analysis of power/interest matrix, it can be discussed how

stakeholders can influence each other in order to formulate stakeholder
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engagement strategy. This can be done by adding lines that show how few

stakeholders influence others (Power, 2016). The influence lines for the CRM

project at Tesco are shown in Appendix D3. They are specific to the company

and personalities involved.

Influence lines cannot be drawn between roles or can be reused for other

projects because of several different factors involved. As seen in the figure in

Appendix D3, the legal department are influential stakeholders in the matrix but

might become less influential during the establishment phases on the project

after the questions of contracts and procurement have been answered. In this

project, there are a few stakeholders that are centres of influences. Those with

power and authority are not surprising and would likely be managed suitably in

a fundamental analysis that does not regard influence (Brinkman et al., 2014).

Nonetheless, the influential lines in this project show that the outsourced call

centre managers have two links to the change manager, one directly and one via

the training manager. In spite of having little power, the high interest level as

well as influence implies that they require careful management. This is partially

because they do not impact the project adversely as well as can be easily turned

into main players and project champions.

The lines of influence can also determine stakeholders in a specific quadrant that

require special attention. Legal stakeholders fall in high power and low interest

square therefore at a base level that project will have to cater to their needs. But

they have an impact on finance stakeholders who influence the chief information

officer, implying that they can be influenced by the most powerful main players

and could stop or delay the project (Power, 2015). Legal stakeholders do not

have political interest and therefore the project manager should be proactive in
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determining when legal requirements should be involved and engaged with

them. Call centre employees are outsourced and therefore they have little say in

the software configuration or procurement. Their interest and power is low

however they can influence the managers and the manager can influence the

change manager who is a main player. Until the software is functional, troubles

from influence chain would not affect the project but it could have an adverse

impact on the viewpoints of the project success and lead to software being

replaced.

Section 4: Exploring Strategy

A. Strategic Choice and Development
Strategic drift has been defined as the oddity between the transformations in the

strategy of organization along with the environment changes. It has been argued

that managers establish their trepidation of external inducements and their

comprehension of the environment depending upon a homogenous and

consistent view (Sammut-Bonnici, 2015). Therefore they tend to amend only the

strategy of the company following instinctively their preconceived view. Such

strategic evolution path might deviate from the environment development

course resulting into strategic drift situation for the company, as seen in

Appendix E.

According to critics, this definition of strategic drift does not explain the

consequences that drifted organizations might face along with no explanation of

the factors that could result into similar situations (Kim & Chen, 2016). Instead

this definition focused on perceiving the explanation of strategic drift as internal

element i.e. choice of the incremental evolution of the strategy instead of
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external element i.e. unexpected environment change. Keeping this in mind,

strategic drift meaning was redefined as the progressive failure of prevailing

strategies to deal with the competitive position of the organization with more

focus on role to environment changes. In support of this, it has been stated that

the inability of companies to understand and deal with these strong forces at

work results in low performances (Maosa, 2015). Therefore two key factors

explain the situations of strategic drift. First is the increasingly dynamic and

complex external environment whereas the second is leadership myopia to

acknowledge that the alterations made on corporate strategies are not

competent to follow environmental transformations.

Taking this explanation of strategic drift into mind, four sets of causes have been

proposed. First is needs and expectations of the customers; changes in market

competition and structure; changes in macro-environment as well as internal

strategies (Siren & Kohtamaki, 2016). This framework is used to understand the

strategic drift at Nokia. Nokia used to dominate the mobile phone market for

over a decade however it was not successful in monitoring and understanding

the changing needs and expectations of the customers who preferred a mobile

phone that also did other activities apart from making calls and sending text

messages. The advent of Smartphones that responded to the expectations and

needs of the customers resulted in steady erosion of market share of Nokia in the

mobile industry. There is hypercompetition in the mobile market because of the

changing needs of the customers; the digital era and advancements made in

technologies (Auster & Hillenbrand, 2016). Nokia was not able to understand

these needs and therefore was unable to maintain a competitive position when

compared to companies like Apple and Samsung. Another reason for the
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company to experience strategic drift is fading innovation as a core competency.

The company was not able to engage into innovative activities that would cater

the market expectations. Even though the company engaged into innovative

activities, the successive innovative failures resulted in company’s strategic drift.

Nokia can avoid strategic drift by focusing on culture. Culture of the company

takes form in the top management and moves to the bottom level of the company.

However, Nokia can face resistance from employees when implementing new

culture. Top management making decisions about the culture of the organization

and if employees are not engaged into such decision making then the

management would face resistance from employees and hence would lead to low

productivity (Rusko, 2015). In addition, Nokia can avoid this drift with focus on

innovative practices by engaging employees in idea generation as well as asking

for customer insights. However, issues faced by the management would be in

terms of selecting different ideas or diverse customer insights and looking for

ways to integrate all into making a product that caters to the needs of all.

Section 5: Exploring Quality and Organizational Change

A. Quality Gurus

1. Summary of Quality Guru’s Work
After literature review on quality gurus, it can be stated that quality gurus have

shared a central idea of improving quality. Company’s success is based on quality

improvement. In spite of having different views on quality improvements,

quality gurus like Crosby, Deming, Juran and others have a common intention.

However, the basic approaches of these gurus were different. For instance,

Deming and Juran focused on identification and correction whereas Crosby
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focused on prevention rather than detection (Fonseca, 2015). In totality,

companies accept majority of theories that quality gurus have stated. Juran’s

Trilogy, Crosby’s 14 Steps to Improvement, Deming’s PDSA Cycle and others

were commonly accepted for total quality improvement concept.

2. Joseph Juran’s Approach to Total Quality Management
Joseph Juran is a quality guru that through its Juran Trilogy theory showed total

quality management as an activity that aims at satisfying the customers,

reducing the expenses, increasing the revenues and empowering the workers.

This theory is adopted in the present business environment because of

increasing competition (Goetsch & Davis, 2014). Joseph Juran is selected for this

section because of the holistic approach to total quality management where

emphasis is on employees, customers, and cost minimization and revenue

maximisation. In the present competitive world, companies can sustain the

rivalry with top-down management and technical approaches.

Figure 1: Juran Managerial Processes (Mintzberg, 2016)
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As seen in Appendix F, Juran gave quality Trilogy where it was illustrated that an

individual is able to manage quality with the help of three main processes. These

are quality planning, quality control and quality improvement. Toyota is the

biggest example of implementing Juran Trilogy (DeFeo, 2014). It is mentioned

that the problems are acknowledged in an appropriate planning process that

would go through quality control process where a focused issue would be

executed. This would lead to improvement process of each issue the company is

facing.

Section 6: Exploring Performance and Organizational Change

A. Performance Management Systems and the Balance Scorecard

1. Performance Management
Performance management is an activity through which managers and workers

work as a team to plan, administer and review the work objectives of the

employees and overall contribution to the company. It is more than a yearly

performance review because it is a continuous process of formulating objectives,

evaluating progress and giving on-going feedback and coaching to make sure

that workers are meeting their career goals and objectives (Buckingham &

Goodall, 2015). The basic aim of performance management is to enhance and

promote employee effectiveness.

2. Balanced Scorecard
A balanced scorecard is considered as a performance metric that is a part of

strategic management. It is used to determine and enhance several internal

functions of a company and their subsequent external outcomes. It is used for

measuring and giving feedback to the companies (Hansen & Schaltegger, 2016).

Data accumulation is critical to giving quantitative results since the information
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collected is interpreted by executives and managers and used to make better

decisions.

3. Reasons for Balanced Scorecard to be different to traditional performance
management systems
Traditional performance measurement systems are responsible for tracking the

financial performance of the company with respect to profit earned from sales to

capital needed. They solely focus on financial measures reliant on internal

accounting reports like revenue, cash flow, profitability, return on assets,

economic value added, earning per share and cash flows (Lawrie et al., 2015).

These measures are considered as lag indicators since they only reflect the

previous information and historical performance. In spite of such quantitative

performance metrics being able to control and enhance the internal performance

of the company; they have a tendency to result in incorrect conclusions.

On the other hand, Balance Scorecard is different from traditional metrics

because of many reasons. It is a performance measurement system that deals

with the weaknesses of the conventional performance measurement systems. It

has a strategic non-financial performance metric to conventional financial metric

and therefore gives a balanced view of the company performance (Hoque, 2014).

Balance scorecard reflects changes in the present competitive environment by

considering the intangible assets that are a major source of competitive

advantage. Balance scorecard is an integrated management system that aligns

company operations to organization strategy by linking performance

measurement with strategic objectives. It gives a framework to translate

organization’s strategy into quantifiable performance objectives that are
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measurable. Hence, balance scorecard is different from traditional performance

measurement systems.

Conclusion
Undertaking the portfolio, I have enhanced my knowledge of the significance of

strategic understanding and implementing a clear approach to fulfil this as well

as accomplish company goals. The portfolio has showed the manner in which a

company can deploy several instruments to create a scene of the environment

they function in and the manner in which it would operate effectively in a

specific setting. This also emphasised upon the significance of using various

instruments in addition to each other so as to ensure that analysis was

comprehensive and gave varying viewpoints. Even though I had the knowledge

of a few aspects in the portfolio, there were a few concepts like strategic drift and

quality gurus that I had not studied before. Researching this portfolio helped me

increase my knowledge base. Undertaking portfolio and applying strategic tools

in different companies has shown the importance of strategic management in the

corporate world. Tools like BCG matrix, McKinsey’s 7S, Porter’s five force model,

balanced scorecard and stakeholder mapping are applicable in real life situations

resulting into effective results for the companies. Overall I have understood the

manner in which companies can effectively manage organization change and

design by examining and understanding the external environment. Researching

different tools and understanding its application in real life examples has

increased my knowledge of the strategic management tools as well as which tool

will be suitable in which scenario to generate better results.
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Appendix B: McKinsey’s 7S

B1. Original situation
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B2. Initial Change

B3. Final Change
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Appendix C: BCG Matrix

Appendix D: Stakeholder Mapping

D1. Stakeholder Interest Map
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D2: Power/Interest Grid

D3: Influence of Stakeholders on Others
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D4: Initial Stakeholder Matrix

Current Stakeholders
Main interest
(High,
medium,
Low)

Influence/P
ower (High,
medium,
Low)

Importance
(High,
medium,
Low)

Net Impact
(Supporter
or opponent)

Options

Change
Manager

High High High Supporter They
should be
allowed to
keep their
views and
take

necessary
decisions
without
any red
tape

Project
Manager

High High High Supporter They
should

ensure that
all

activities
are done as
per the
project
charter

Chief
Information
Officer

Medium High Medium Supporter They need
to

understand
why the
change is
to be made

Customers High High High Neutral Their
needs

should be
satisfied in
order to
convert
them to

supporters
Future Stakeholders

Developers Medium Medium High Supporter They
should be
given
entire

informatio
n about the
changes
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needed

Training
Manager

Medium High High Supporter They
should be
encourage
d to train
the new
employees

Finance,
legal,
networking
and security
web
standards
manager

Medium Medium Medium Supporter They
should be
kept in the
loop of

making the
changes in
order to
get more
support

Legacy
system
owners

High High High Supporter They
should be
kept in the
loop of

making the
changes in
order to
get more
support

Outsourced
call centre
employees

Medium Medium Medium Supporter They
should be
encourage

d to
perform
effectively

Call Centre
Managers

Medium Medium Medium Supporter They
should be
encourage
d to drive
the change

and
generate
profits

Testers High High High Opponents Their
needs

should be
satisfied in
order to
convert
them to

supporters.
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Appendix E: Strategic Drift

Appendix F: Juran Trilogy
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